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Education
Educational Planning Task (Assessment tool 1)
OBJECTIVE
The main objectives of this assessment is to identify whether the Care Leaver (CL) can understand
his/her educational goals in order to support him/her to be able to design a personalised
education plan.

BRIEF
The assessment of this pillar will start by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the CL. The
expressed educational goals should be linked to those strengths or the ability to develop through
learning. Learning should also be linked to topics of interest. The Leaving Care Professional (LCP)
invites the CL to describe his/her education dreams, expectations, plans and wishes through a
structured questionnaire which the LCP discusses with the CL. At the end of the assessment, the
CL should be able to express at least one educational goal.

SCENARIO
Questions
1.

Notes to the LCP

Answers

Can you present your The objective of this question is
strengths

and to promote self-awareness.

weaknesses? Probes:
a. How do you know Through this question the LCP
you are good at should be able to identify
something?

whether the CL has a clear idea

b. Do you know what of

personal

are you good at weaknesses
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strengths

and

Questions
related

Notes to the LCP

to

your

education?
c. What topics come
easy to you and why?
d. What
topics/subjects

are

challenging for you
and why?
2.

Where

do

you

see Identification of medium /long

yourself in in 3 or 5 years? term goals (professional and
Probes:

educational)

a. What changes do you
wish to make in your
life?
b. What would you like
to do as a job?
c.

Which

topics

interest you to learn
more about?
3.

Why do you think that This question links professional
this type of job is good for path
you?

with strengths and

weaknesses.

The LCP will

need to identify whether the CL
will choose

a professional

path that is aligned to existing
and acknowledged strengths or
(if not) they are willing to
develop through learning – see
question 4)
4.

What do you need to Learning goals to get that joblearn in order to be able The LCP aims to identify
to do this job?
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whether the learning goals are

Answers

Questions

Notes to the LCP
linked

to

the

identified

professional path.
5.

Where do you think you Linking educational goals with
have to start from to compulsory, non formal and
reach that point? What informal learning.
are your choices?
Probe (optional)
a. Is

compulsory

education
Do

enough?

you

need

something else?
6.

Do you know institutions, Identification of institutions
agencies,

professionals that will provide the learning

and other entities who
can help you put down a
plan for that?
7.

Do you know how many
years it takes to meet
your educational goals?

8.

Are

you

ready

undertake

to Identification of the dedication
this in reaching the goals

educational
commitment?
9.

Can

you

set

one The LCP should identify from

educational goal? Note this question whether smart
that your goals should be goals can be set
SMART

(Specific,

measurable, achievable,
realistic and within a time
frame)
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Answers

OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question ie the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is sayinf
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent
of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
1. The CL should be able to identify some strengths and some weaknesses
2. The CL should be able to link career goals with strengths or need for learning
Based on the career or educational interest they should be able to set one Smart educational
goals
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The usefulness and importance of education (Assessment
tool 2)
OBJECTIVE
To identify whether the CL is sensitized on the value of education and considers different types
of education; To assess whether the CL understands the value of non-formal and informal
learning and how this learning can complement the ultimate educational goals.

BRIEF
The LCP invites the CL to identify the benefits of education on personal, and social/interpersonal
level. The LCP initiates an open discussion with the CL guiding through the different levels. The
CL must name relevant benefits per level

SCENARIO
Questions

Notes to the LCP

1. What education means to you?

We need to identify

Probe:

whether

the

Answers
CL

a. How can you achieve considers only formal
education

education and ignores
completely

the

non

formal education
2. Lets say that you would like to identify

if

the

CL

become a chef. What kind of understands the steps
education would you pursue? needed
Are there any pre-requisites?
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to

take

to

accomplish this dream.
Having

this

understanding

will

Questions

Notes to the LCP

Answers

support the forecasting
and the preparation for
achieving

his/her

dream.
3. Tell me what you would like to The LCP should check
be professionally

what s needed in the

Probe:

specific country

a. what do you think is
necessary to do in order
to achieve that goal?
4. How about if you would like to Typically
become

a

requires

computer formal education and

programmer. What kind of pre-requisites relate to
education do you think you help linguistic

skills

and

you to achieve this goal? Are completion of all levels
there any pre-requisites?

of secondary education
plus some additional

[This question as well as the next pre-requisites

eg

A

question may be adapted to the Levels etc
national context. The idea here is to
ask for a profession for which
academic

qualifications

(formal

education) are needed
5. And now lets imagine that in This

is

non

formal

order to do your job you need learning. The objective
to know a specific computer of this question is for
application?

What

kind

of the CL to realise that

education would you pursue?

formal and Non Formal
education complement

[This question as well as the previous each other
question may be adapted to the
national context. The idea here is to
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Questions

Notes to the LCP

Answers

ask for a profession for which non
formal education is required.
6. For your job it is very important Again it is important for
to speak a foreign language. Or CL to realise that some
it is very important to have very transversal skills. can be
good skills in setting priorities developed formal and
and managing your time. What non-formal
kind of education would you
pursue
7. What do you think are the A generic question on
benefits οf education at a the
personal level?

benefits

of

education at a personal
level eg self satisfaction,
self confidence, critical
thinking, development
of learning to learn
competence,

firm

foundation for a career
etc
8. What do you think are the A generic question on
benefits οf education at an the
interpersonal/social level?

benefits

education
interpersonal

of

at

a
social

level eg communicating
better, put forth your
ideas more eloquently
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OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question ie the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent
of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
● As education does not always mean having to enrol for a bachelor or master’s degree, but
could also mean learning a new skill or learning a new language. The LCP will focus the
assessment on care leavers’
o level of understanding of the different types of skills and knowledge that can be
gained through formal or non-formal education. The LCP should not expect the CL
to know the terms but to be able to distinguish between different types of
education
o level of understanding of the pre-requisites in undertaking formal education
o level of t understanding of the value of non-formal learning and how this learning
can complement the formal education.
o level of awareness and acknowledgement

of

engaging in complementary educational levels.
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different benefits arising from

Community Participation and Relationships
Success story case study (Assessment tool 3)
OBJECTIVE
The assessment tool promotes connecting with children and young people that share similar
experiences and learning by example and their success stories as far as Community Participation
is concerned.
The objective of this assessment is to identify whether the CL can define key success factors for
social and cultural community participation. The case study revolves around the development of
a life project that is one of the recommendations towards an optimal transition into autonomous
adulthood.

BRIEF
The LCP presents to the CL the successful case study of a young person that had similar
experiences in the care system. The LCP invites the CL to take his/her time, reflect and note the
most important factors that he/she considers that affected in a positive way the social and
cultural integration. The LCP has to guide the CL so as to identify factors according to the separate
goals of the aged-out.

SCENARIO
Ι am Mamadou. I am from the Ivory Coast which I love and miss a lot [identity]1. Two years ago I
ended up in Cyprus like you. I was alone and I could not contact my family and this was difficult.
I felt I was not accepted in the society, had no one to speak to or hang around with. I did not

1 The bold words/phrases in brackets shall not be visible to the CL
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make any effort at the beginning. But then my LCP told me that it was important to try and
connect with people. That advice was a lifesaver. I found people who helped me [networking]2.
At that time I thought education was not important. I didn't even know the language. How would
I even get a job? In the process accepted all the education opportunities I was given. I learned
Greek for instance [skills development]3. I then said to myself ‘’what can you do with your
existing knowledge or skills?`` and I decided to attend an interpreter’s course so that I can
develop my career as an interpreter [goal projection]. Now I found a good job

and I earn

enough to live independently. I also learned to do budgeting every month so i do not have
expenses

beyond monthly salary

[financial management]4. In parallel, I do not forget where

I come from and for this reason I do a lot of volunteering trying to help other people find their
place

in the local society.[Volunteering, community participation]5

Questions

Notes to the LCP

Answers

1. Why do you think The LCP needs to ensure that
Mamadou intensively the CL realises, respects and is
refers to his country of self aware of his/her identity
origin?

and the impact that can have
on his/her life when finding a
different

country

of

residence.6

2 The same
3 The same
4 The same
5 The same
6

Côté's identity capital model (1997, 2002) suggests that multiple factors contribute to shaping
and facilitating pathways to adulthood.
The model posits that contemporary transitions to adulthood require certain personal attributes and resources in
order to be successful, due to a combined decrease in structural guidance from social institutions (such as
communities and schools), and changing economic markets (particularly in post-industrialized societies) in which it
is difficult for inexperienced young people to secure gainful employment (Côté, 2005; Côté & Bynner, 2008).
Accordingly, the accumulation of identity capital—or identity related assets—enables a person to effectively
negotiate the challenges and opportunities of adult life (Côté, 1997, 2002). Identity capital, as broadly defined by
the model, is the investment individuals make towards their identity, or “who they are” (Côté & Levine, 2002, p.
147), and these investments are both tangible and intangible. Tangible resources are those that are “socially visible”
and deemed valuable by society, providing entrance and membership into social groups and institutions (Côté, 1997;
Côté & Levine, 2002).
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2. Was

Mamadou Sensitization

active in improving importance
himself? What did he learning

on

the

of

lifelong

and

skills

do? What was the development. The LCM needs
result?

to identify that the CL realises
the positive effects of lifelong
learning

and

skills

development?
3. Did he set any goal? The LCM needs to assess
What was the goal? whether the CL understand the
Was

it

linked

to importance of knowing and

educational

creating goals for his/her life

objectives? How?
4. Mamadou
monthly

is

doing The LCP needs to ensure that

budgeting the CL is sensitized as far as

and he is careful not to financial

management7

is

spend more that he concerned and realises the
ears. What does he do consequences if one does not
exactly? Why?

apply financial management
principles

5. Why opportunities to The LCP needs to ensure that
help other people who the CL values volunteering and
have

gone through support to other people in

what you did can help need.
you and them? What’s
the best way to do so?
6. Why do you think we This is probably the most
gave you this case important question. The CLs
study? Is Mamadoo a must be able to realise that
successful CL? What this is a role model and should
are the factors of be able to identify the criteria
success?

of success.

7 Again we do not expect the CL to use the term financial management but rather to know that one should not spend

more that he/she earns.
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OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question ie the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent

of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following criteria :
● CL is self aware of his/her identity and accepts the fact that he/she might feel that some
elements that formed his/her identity until then might be missing at some point
● CL is able to understand that others might pass through similar experiences like him/her
and that there is a lot to learn from these examples. This is what this case study is all
about
● Additionally, the CL understands how or what were the steps Mamadoo did towards
building a life project that is one of the recommendations towards an optimal transition
into autonomous adulthood
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Valuing community participation (Assessment tool 4)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment is to identify whether the CL understands what community
participation8 is, and recognises the benefits that come with community participation.
Additionally, the CL should be able to link those benefits to autonomous living.

More

specifically, it is recommended for the CL to recognise the impact of community participation
activities leading to strong and positive informal and formal networks that prove to be
sustainable.

BRIEF
Through a series of questions, the LCP aims to identify whether the CL understands

the

meaning and the potential impact of community participation, and takes the decision to
participate actively in the community as an important means of networking.

SCENARIO
Questions

Notes for the LCP

1. What is community The CL could be able to loosely
participation?

explain

what

community

participation is e.g. people involved
in community projects to solve
their own or community needs
2. Why should one be The CL could mention some of the
involved in community reasons shown below
participation?

-

As human we have the need
to bond with other human

8
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CL Answers

Questions

Notes for the LCP

CL Answers

species members – we need
to feel connected, loved,
accepted…. And community
participation

is

a

key

instrument to accomplish
this.
-

Because we enjoy helping
people

-

It helps me learn new things

-

It helps me meet people

-

It motivates people to work
together

-

A genuine opportunity to
improve community life

3. What is the most Of course there is no reason that is
important reason for more important than

another.

you to participate in However it would be good if CL
community projects?

could

recognise

that

meeting

people and developing a network is
important for their lives,
4. Are there any factors The CL could mention some of the
that would discourage reasons shown below
you from community

-

It takes up too much time

participation

-

Disturbs normal routine

-

I am afraid that people will
not accept me
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OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question ie the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent

of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
● CL should demonstrate understanding of community participation
● Demonstrate understanding on what could motivate him/her to be actively involved in
the community; be open to discuss about what obstacles he/she sees to get involved in
this.
● Consciously understand the opportunity to engage in

community and recognizes

benefits of doing so especially for networking (and of course other reasons)
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the

Health
Holistic approach to health (Assessment tool 5)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment tool is to assess whether the CL understands the holistic
approach to health and adopting healthy practices that can lead to a coherent and long term
healthy lifestyle.

BRIEF
Through a series of questions (open questions and case study questions) we aim to identify
whether the CL can identify different areas of health issues and therefore have a holistic
understanding of what means to be healthy.

SCENARIO
Questions

Notes to the LCP

Answers

1. What does good health The CL could define different
mean

to you?

types

of

health.

There

are five main aspects of
personal health:

physical,

emotional,
spiritual, and intellectual.

social,
In

order to be considered "well," it is

21

Questions

Notes to the LCP
imperative

for

none

Answers
of

these areas to be neglected.
The objective of the following
questions is to sensitize the CL on
different types of health issues
that one should consider
2. If someone has diabetes The CL could realize that in both
is a healthy person? If cases there is a health issue.
someone is isolated and
has no friends is a
healthy person?
3. JC is a 9-year-old boy in Through this case study the CL
care that attends the could recognise that JC is not
third grade. He is an healthy and that the problem is
average student. During not a physical one but one that
the last 2 weeks, he has has to do with emotions.
refused to go to school Emotional health is an important
and has missed 6 school part of overall health. People who
days.

He

almost

is
all

awake are emotionally healthy are in
night control of their thoughts, feelings,

worrying about going to and behaviours. They are able to
school. As the start of cope
the

school

with

life's

challenges.

day ... Emotionally healthy people still

approaches, he cries feel stress, anger, and sadness.
and screams that he But they know how to manage
cannot

go

and their negative feelings.

experiences headaches,
stomach-aches,

and

vomiting.
Is JC healthy? Is there a
problem

with

his

physical health? What

22

Questions

Notes to the LCP

Answers

is the problem? Is it a
matter of emotional
health?
4. Mary is a 15 years old CL could recognise and

describe

girl in care. She is a good what is wrong with Mary (but may
student but a very shy be not defining it as social health
person.

During

the issue)

breaks she is always
alone. Mary sometimes Social health is commonly defined
expresses9

as your ability to form meaningful

● Fear that whatever relationships with other people
she says in school and interact in healthy, positive
she will be judged

ways. Social health is often

● Spending time after affected with lack of self efficacy
a

social situation which is what Mary is probably

analyzing

her facing.

performance

and

identifying flaws in
her interactions
● Worries

about

embarrassing

or

humiliating herself
● Enduring a social
situation
intense

with
fear

or

anxiety
Is Mary healthy? If not
what is the problem?

9

The LCP may select which bullet points to present
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OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question ie the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent

of the CL’s answers

Take into consideration the following:
● CL should understand that being healthy is more than physical health; to identify issues
related to emotional or social health and grasp the elements of what a healthy lifestyle
is
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Addictive behaviours 10 and Strategies to avoid addictions
(Assessment tool 6)
OBJECTIVE
This assessment tool aims to identify whether the CL is familiar and careful with addictions. More
specifically, this assessment tool assesses whether the CL can define addiction as a repetitive
behaviour (a term than goes further than substance addiction), acknowledges that some
substances are addictive so it is always a good strategy to check the ingredients, and to question
advertising messages. In general the assessment aims to ensure that CL critically evaluate their
actions in order to avoid addictive behaviours. The assessment goes further to a more generic
approach towards addiction, and asks the CL to identify strategies for avoiding addictions.

BRIEF
The LCP invites the CL to read and discuss a case study on a teenager who over consumes energy
drinks. After the reading the LCM and CL discuss the suggested questions starting from the
addiction on energy drinks and continuing to discuss strategies for avoiding addictions.

SCENARIO
Robert is 16 years old and loves to drink energy drinks. He and his friends will buy one and pass
it around during school when the teacher isn’t looking, and regularly drink them at home. They
also love to have one before soccer practice because it provides extra energy and they think it
helps hydrate them. In school they are learning about healthy nutrition and the teacher tells them
that energy drinks are bad for them and aren’t allowed at school, but Robert doesn’t care and
thinks those rules are stupid. How could a tasty drink possibly be so bad for him? He likes how
they taste and how they make him feel. Moreover, it’s cool to have one at school because it is
forbidden!

10

Source: CADA, Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Mentors: Food and Nutrition, http://cadasb.org/mentors-foodand-nutrition/
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His parents don’t know the nutrition facts about the drinks so they don’t think it’s bad, and when
they go to the super market they take 6-packs for their son. He now drinks at least 1
ENERGYDRINK every day. Recently Robert has struggled to fall asleep and experienced some
dizziness and confusion, but he doesn’t know why. Today, after quickly drinking an ENERGYDRINK
before class, he started to feel a pounding headache, nausea, and his heart felt like it was going
to explode. His teacher called an ambulance and he was rushed to the hospital where he was
treated for chronic caffeine poisoning and dehydration.
Questions for Discussion:
Questions

Notes to the LCM

1. Do you know what The CL should know that
addiction is. Do addiction is a disease in which
you

know a person finds themselves

something that is unable to stop using a
addictive?
2. What

is

substance or engaging in a
the behaviour. Some examples of

difference

addiction are:

between different
types
addictions?

of

•

Gambling addiction

•

Sex addiction

•

Internet addiction

•

Shopping addiction

•

Video game addiction

•

Food addiction

•

Exercise addiction

•

Work addiction

•

Tattoo addiction

Some substances that are
addictive are cocaine, nicotine,
heroin, etc
Some times the addiction is
not a thing but the behaviour
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Answers

Questions

Notes to the LCM

Answers

(eg tattoo addiction, work
addiction etc#0
3. Why does Robert CL is expected to mention
like

to

drink things like

energy drinks? Do

•

Taste

you know anyone

•

Energy

who drinks them

•

Hydration

that much? Why
do you think they Energy drinks could be
like it? Could they addictive as a repetitive
be addictive?
behaviour
4. How much does The LCP expects the CL to
Robert

knows demonstrate that they will read

about

the the

ingredients

nutrition label in the

of back11.

energy drinks and
their effects on a It is a good strategy here for the
person?

What LCP to continue the discussion

should

he

do to note that it is a good

before

drinking strategy to always critically

energy drinks

evaluate an action before
proceeding (ie to go further
than

just

talk

about

ingredients in a food addiction)
5. Why do you think Cl is expected to mention
Robert

and

friends
listen

his reasons such as

didn’t
to

•

their

Reaction on doing what
he is told to do

teacher when she

•

Living dangerously

tried to explain

•

Feeling with a lot of
energy

11

The LCM could have an energy drink at the time of the assessment and together with the CL they can identify the
ingredients.
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Questions

Notes to the LCM

how the drinks are

•

bad for them?

Being

Answers

recognised

by

friends as the cool guy
•

etc

6. Who do energy Energy drinks are marketed as
drinks target in healthy, fun and youthful, with
their advertising? many

brands

Do you think the sports
energy

like

action
skating,

drink snowboarding and Formula 1 to

advertising
anything

has appeal to children and young
to

do people. However, advertising

with why Robert messages
likes

using

them

should

be

and questioned.

thinks they are
okay

for

him?

From the result
(sickness

of

Robert) do you
think that
should

we

believe

whatever ads are
saying

without

questioning
7. What could you The CL is expected to mention
do to avoid any some
type of addiction?
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of

strategies:

the

following

•

Be yourself even when
you are in a group

•

If you do not wish to do
something do not let
the pressure change
your mind

•

Assume responsibility
for your actions

•

Deal with trauma and
past hurts

•

Manage stress early

•

Set goals for yourself

•

Know the warning signs

There’s nothing wrong with a
beer at the end of a difficult day
or a glass of wine with dinner.
Problems arise when signs of
addiction start to appear in
your life. If you “need” a drink
at the end of the day, you’re
drinking every day, you’re
hiding your drinking, or you’re
suffering from other warning
signs of addiction, you should
get help sooner rather than
later to prevent yourself from
spiraling out of control.
•

Void
relapse
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triggers

for

Questions

Notes to the LCM

Answers

If you’ve struggled with drug or
alcohol addiction in the past,
chances are, you have a good
idea of what triggered you to
start using heavily. Once you’ve
taken the steps to get clean,
avoid going down that road
again! Know your triggers and
do whatever it takes to avoid
them.
•

Delay trying alcohol or
drugs

While it’s possible to become
addicted to drugs or alcohol at
any age, adolescents who try
these substances are at higher
risk for addiction than adults

OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question ie the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent
of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
•

CL should demonstrate understanding of addiction in its broader term (ie not just
substance addiction but also behavioural addictions)

•

Demonstrate autonomy in critically assessing a situation (critically evaluate advertising or
checking the label)
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Communication and Cultural Awareness
The Active Listening Role Play (Assessment tool 8)12
OBJECTIVE
This assessment tool aims to assess the active listening skills of the CL.

BRIEF
This assessment tool uses a minimum of four scenario (minimum 2 per CL). Only the active
listener is being assessed for his/her application of different active listening techniques.

SCENARIO
This activity takes place with the LCP and two CL together practicing effective listening with each
other. The CL that is being assessed is the active listener while the other CL is supportive having
the role of the speaker. For both CL to be assessed a minimum of four topics must be role played
(2 per CL having the role of the listener).
Step 1: One CL takes a turn as speaker, the other as listener and the LCP takes on the role as
observer. For five minutes the speaker elaborates on one of the ten topics. The listener uses
active listening and makes appropriate responses back to the speaker. (repetition, paraphrasing,
summarizing, questioning techniques, using appropriate body language etc)
The observer (LCP) watches how the process between the listener and speakers goes.
Step 2: After the five–minute role play is completed, the speaker spends two minutes giving
feedback to the listening partner on the effective listener skills used. Then the observer gives a
12 Adapted from http://coping.us/images/Listening_Role_Play_Instructions.pdf
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two minute feedback to the speaker and the listener as to how well the listening was done
through provision of feedback on each of the techniques mentioned above.
Step 3: After the first practice and feedback session, the two CLs switch roles until at least 4 of
the topics have been covered by two

participants. The LC

P always has the role of the

observer
Possible topics are:
1. How I feel about:
2. My life today.
1. Being raised in my family of origin:
2. All the good things that have happened to me:
3. My future:
4. My decision to participate in this training process:
5. My current personal issues:
6. Learning to deal with my problems:
7. Listening to other people's deepest concerns and feelings:
8. Showing love to those closest to me:

OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity to each of the active
listeners based on the use of the active listening techniques and more specifically:
● Ability to ask questions in order to achieve clearer understanding (open versus closed
questions
● Summarising techniques
● Paraphrasing techniques
● Effective use of body language
● Repetition techniques
Take into consideration the following:
● CL can
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demonstrate a minimum use of four techniques in order to get full marks

ANNEX TO ASSESSMENT TOOL 8

Definition and description of main active listening techniques
Technique
1. Questioning techniques

Description

Example

The listener can demonstrate that What else do we need
they have been paying attention by to do to make this a
asking relevant questions and/or success?
making statements that build or help
to clarify what the speaker has said. What do you think
By

asking

relevant

questions about those changes?

the listener also helps to reinforce
that they have an interest in what the
speaker has been saying.
Usually the active listener will begin
with open questions to get a feeling
of the situation (understand the
whole picture) and will continue with
closed questions to get the details
2. Summarising techniques

Giving a brief restatement of core

Let me summarize to

themes raised by the other party

check

might sound like

understanding.

my

Emma has managed
to pass the Greek
language exam and
she invited Lina to
celebrate. She did not
invite you but you
found out from Lina.
This has hurt your
feelings as you were
the

one

that

supported her during
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Technique

Description

Example
her Greek language
learning process.

3. Paraphrasing techniques

Paraphrasing

involves

taking

a Original: He has tons

sentence and rewording it

of stuff to throw
away.

When paraphrasing, it is important
to keep the original meaning so that Paraphrase: He
the facts remain intact. Basically, you needs to get rid of a
are repeating something in your own lot of junk.
words that still expresses the original
idea. In this way you challenge the
sender to comment whether you got
the meaning of their sayings or not,
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Career and Employment
The interview role play (Assessment tool 9)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment tool is to assess CL’s knowledge and skills during job interviews.
Through this assessment the LCP should be able to understand whether the CL is in a position to
undertake an interview.

BRIEF
The LCP invites the CL to participate in a role play where the LCP plays the role of a prospective
employer and the CL the role of the candidate.
The LCP and the CL decide the job/industry as the frame of the interview and will set some basic
scenario (time, place, season, country, language etc.).
After the end of the role play, the LCP will request the CL first to make a self-assessment of the
process (how he/she felt, how he/she responded to the questions, how was the tone of voice
and the body language, what he/she would have done differently if she would redo the role play
and so on. Then the LCP will provide additional feedback. References for further discussion can
be found here: bit.ly/jobinterviewintegra

SCENARIO
Question13

Notes to LCP

Answers

1. Can you tell me a The CL is able to provide here a pitch
little about yourself? that is concise and compelling and that
shows exactly why you’re the right fit
13 Readapted questions sourced from ‘’The Muse’’ https://www.themuse.com/advice/how-to-answer-the-31-most-

common-interview-questions
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Question13

Notes to LCP
for the job. Not all career history and
academic achievements are necessary
at this stage.

2. How did you hear The CL can show his/her resources e.g.
about the position?

a website, a friend etc but at the same
time he/she can explain why this job
caught his/her attention

3. What do you know The CL can show that they have visited
about the company? the website of the company
4. Why should we hire The CL can provide an answer that
you?

demonstrates that he/she can do the
job, deliver great results. Additionally,
the CL can show that he/she will fit
the culture of the company.

5. What

are

your The CL can be accurate, relevant and

greatest strengths?
6. What

do

specific

you The CL is honest and demonstrates

consider to be your self-awareness
weaknesses?
7. What
greatest

is

your The CL should provide the situation (eg
personal when at school), the task (I had to

achievement so far?

implement xxx project), the action
implemented by CL (I have approached
it like this) and the result (the result
was this).

8. Tell me about a The CL can demonstrate how they
conflict you've faced handled the conflict productively,
at school or previous ideally ending with a resolution or a
work and how you compromise
dealt with it.
9. Where do you see The CL can think realistically about
yourself
years?
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in

five where this position could take him/her
and answer along those lines

Answers

Other questions that the LCP could include in this assessment
10. What's your dream job?
11. What other companies are you interviewing with?
12. Why are you leaving your current job? (if applicable)
13. Why were you fired? (if applicable)
14. What are you looking for in a new position? (if applicable)
15. What type of work environment do you prefer?
16. What type of managers/leaders do you like?
17. What would you do if you disagreed with a decision taken my the management?
18. Why was there a gap in your employment? (if applicable)
19. How do you deal with pressure or stressful situations?
20. What would your first 30, 60, or 90 days look like in this role?
21. What are your salary requirements?
22. What do you like to do outside of work?
23.

How many tennis balls can you fit into a limousine?

24. What do you think we could do better or differently?
25. Do you have any questions for us

OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question i.e. the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent
of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
● CL can demonstrate ability to answer most of the questions presented in the table at an
adequate level. If so the LCP could stretch the CL by continuing with the rest of the
questions. Full marks should be provided once all of the questions on the table are
adequately answered.
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Job Searching skills (Assessment tool 10)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment tool is to identify t weather the CL has

knowledge and skills

for a successful job searching.

BRIEF
Through a series of questions, the LCP will identify whether the CL has skills for searching for a
job

SCENARIO
Question14

Notes to LCP

1. Please describe how The CL can
you would

Answers

describe some of

go about the following:

in finding a suitable

● Telephone Cold Calling

job?

● Scanning Newspapers
● Leverage Your Network
● Job Search Engines
● Facebook
● Posters in cafeterias
● Information

from

professionals in the care
system
● Information from family
members

14 Readapted questions sourced from ‘’The Muse’’ https://www.themuse.com/advice/how-to-answer-the-31-most-

common-interview-questions
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Question14

Notes to LCP

2. Can you name some job The answer to this

Answers
question

search platforms that depends on the country (in
are available in your some cases)
host country?
3. How Do I Start and The CL can provide some of the
Manage the Whole Job following answers:
Search Process

● I have

job

search-

related files organized
and easily accessible
● Ι have a system for
keeping track of my
contacts,

interviews,

etc.
● I have told everyone I
know that I am seeking
a job/internship in my
field and location of
interest
● I research online and
print

job

advertisements in my
desired

field

and

geographic area
4. What do I do if I find out The CL can provide some of the
about a job that
really interesting?

is following answers:
● I research the employer
(website, asking others
that work there or
cooperate

with

this

employer). I need to
identify

the

working

culture of this employer
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Question14

Notes to LCP

Answers

● I create a targeted cv for
the opportunity
● I create my targeted
cover letter
o

say something
specific

and

concise

about

why

I

am

interested

in

interviewing
with them
o

illustrate
my

how

particular

qualifications fit
with a particular
job

in

a

particular
organization

The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question i.e. the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent

of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
● CL should be able to demonstrate skills on different job search techniques
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Financial/ Money Management Skills
Budgeting Basics (Assessment tool 11)
OBJECTIVE
Money is a part of our life every day. What we wear, what we eat, where we live, and the fun
things we do are only a few money related decisions we make. The way you spend or save money
today will help determine what you have and whether you can pay your bills in six months, a
year, or many years from now. For example, if you spend your money as fast as it comes in, you
may find yourself in debt when unplanned expenses occur. Budgeting is a way to get the most
out of your income. Budgeting is about deciding where your money will go and making a spending
and savings plan to achieve your financial goals. This assessment tool assesses the budgeting
(daily and monthly budgeting, understanding of saving and planning ahead) skills, understanding
skills of the CL

BRIEF
Step 1:
The LCP will prepare the following cards in a random order:
● Review expenses and income to determine what needs to be changed. Do you need to
cut some expenses or increase income?
● Record all income on the income worksheet
● Compare expenses to income
● Track spending.
● Make a budget (spending and savings plan) for next month
● Record all income on the income worksheet
● Get organised
● Record spending
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● Subtract expenses from income and determine if you have stayed within your budget.
Step 2:
Give the cards to the CL and ask them to put them in order and explain why is this the chosen
order
Step 3:
Ask the CL to briefly describe each of the steps
Step 4:
Provide the appropriate feedback to the CL

Feedback to the CL
An indicative answer is presented below. So once the CL has answered the question the LCP can
go through this handout with the CL
i.

Get organized.
●

Get your bills and financial records together. Use a folder for all bills. Make sure that you print
electronic bills. Use a calendar to note down when bills are due. Make sure that you note that
you need to pay them a little bit earlier, especially if you have bills that will be paid through
post.

●

Once you pay a bill mark it as paid

●

Make sure you have the bills and other documents necessary for annual tax declaration and
other declarations/banks etc

ii.

Track and record spending.
●

Use a notebook to track your spending for a week or a month

●

Record your spending on the budget expense worksheet, adding categories if necessary, to fit
your spending pattern

iii.

Record all income on the income worksheet.

iv.

Compare expenses to income.
●

If your expenses are more than your income, look for ways you can cut. Determine what
expenses are absolutely necessary, such as housing, utilities, and food.
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●

Decide which other expenses can be cut to meet the necessary expenses.

●

Look for ways you can increase your income. d. Consider a combination of the two.

v.

Make a budget (spending and savings plan) for next month.
●

Fill in planned expenses and expected income on budget sheet.

●

As it is received, record income on income sheet and monthly calendar.

●

As bills arrive, list them on the monthly calendar on the date they should be paid.

●

Also record other monthly expenses if no bill is received (such as rent).

vi.
vii.

Subtract expenses from income and determine if you have stayed within your budget.

viii.

Review expenses and income to determine what needs to be changed. Do you need to cut
some expenses or increase income?

The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on:
● Correctness or approximate correctness of the answer- Make sure that the CL mentions
first the recording of current income and current expenses, then make the budget and
then monitor the budget and take action
● Appropriate description of each of the steps
of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
● CL should be able to demonstrate the main principle is that based on current earnings
and expenses you make a budget that ensures that you can cover your expenses and then
you need to monitor that budget.
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Needs, wants and savings (Assessment tool 12)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment tool is to verify whether the CL is sensitized about saving and
whether he/she can identify ways to limit his/her expenses so that he/she can save more. More
specifically through this assessment the CL will
● Help CL distinguish between need and want
● Determine if and what expenses can be reduced.
● Develop a reasonable savings plan to meet emergencies and goals.

BRIEF
The assessment is organised according to three parts:
● During the first part the LCP

assesses whether the CL distinguishes between needs

and wants
● During the second part the LCP

assesses whether the CL realises that wants will

sometimes convert to significant expenses that could alternatively be money to be
saved
● During the third part the LCM assesses whether the CL is aware of the importance of
savings.

SCENARIO
Part 1
Question

Notes to LCP

1. Discuss Wants, Needs. We all have basic needs in our
Explain the difference

life — shelter, clothing, and

between a want and a food as well as other basic
need.
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Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

Answers

human needs15. Each person
has additional needs that cost
money. There is a difference
between needs and wants. A
want is something you would
like to have but could live
without.
2. Get the CL to name

For example the LCP could

two needs and two

mention

wants or give them a

a basic cellphone, a cellphone

list to distinguish

with limited minutes, texts,

between a need and a and
want

data,

expensive

and

a

cellphone

super
with

unlimited minutes, texts, and
data

Part 2
During the second part of the assessment activity the LCP will provide a list 16of consumables
that are not considered to be needs. The LCM will ask the CL to calculate how much he/she
spends on those.

Type of Cost

How often

Monthly cost

Soda
Candy Bar
Movies
Snacks
Tobacco
Alcohol
15

https://www.consultmcgregor.com/documents/publications/wellbeing_wellness_and_basic_human_needs_in_home_economics.pdf
16

This list can be adapted. Alternatively, the list can be constructed together with the CL
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Yearly Cost

Type of Cost

How often

Monthly cost

Yearly Cost

Eating out
Music purchases
Lottery tickets
Bingo
Overdraft charges
Late payment
charges
Long distance phone
calls
Cable TV extras
Book and video clubs
Health club
Magazine
subscriptions
Rent-to-own
Other
Other
Other
Part 3
Question
1. What you could have

Notes to LCP
The LCP would expect

done with the extra

answers like increase my

money if you would

dose to the loan I have or

not spend it all on the

make savings for future. The

items mentioned

answer to this question could

above

be subjective. The LCP aims
to ensure that decreasing
expenses provides different
other opportunities on how
to use money.
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Answers

Question
2. Is saving important?
Why?

Notes to LCP

Answers

Saving even small amounts
can add up over time.
Through savings you can
reach goals, or respond to a
future need (even an urgent
one like a sickness) and so
on.

OUTCOME
Part 1 and Part 3
The LCP can provide a maximum of four marks to each of the above mentioned parts for this
assessment activity based on:
● Relevance: The answer responds to the question i.e. the CL answers the question
● Clarity: The answer is clear. The LCP can understand what the CL is saying
● Coherence: The answer is logical and consistent

of the CL’s answers

Part 2
The LCP provides 2 marks to this paer based on his/her ability to recall and identify items that are
not considered to be needs and to evaluate their total annual cost
Take into consideration the following:
● CL can demonstrate ability to answer most of the questions presented in the table at an
adequate level (for Part 1 and 3)
● CL can identify expenses not related to needs (Part 2)
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Self-determination, autonomy skills and
teenagers’ development
Owning my own decision: One aspect of self
determination (Assessment tool 13)
OBJECTIVE
One aspect of self determination is the ability to make your own decisions and to be able to resist
to peer pressure when this leads you to bad decision. This assessment tool will assess whether
the CL is sensitized towards responsibility for own decisions. Additionally through the assessment
tool the LCP can assess whether the CL can take decisions and is resilient towards peer pressure
(if that leads to bad decisions) and knows the main steps towards effective decision making.

BRIEF
Through a series of questions (case study questions, open questions, video case study questions
and put in the right order questions) this tool aims to assess the CL as far as decision making is
concerned focusing on the capacity of own responsibility for decision making, resilience towards
peer pressure and knowing the main steps of the decision making process.

SCENARIO
Question

Notes to LCP

1. Check the following This objective of this and
dialogue

rather obvious case study is
for the CL to realize that

Mentor: How did you get he/she is responsible for his/
here?
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her own decisions.

Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

Bernard: So, I'm driving along
and this guy pulls up next to
me and looks at me funny. I
felt insulted and angry, I
thought he was making fun of
me. So I pull over, he pulls
over, and I beat him down. I
drive off, he calls the cops, the
cops arrest me, and now I'm
here.
Mentor: What do you think
about the decisions in your
story?
Bernard: [thinking]...Well...he
decided to look at me funny.
He decided to call the cops.
The cops decided to arrest
me. So I don't like decisions —
they put me here!

2. Who

really

makes

decisions in Bernard's
life?
3. Describe a situation (ideally the LCP should ask
where you needed to question 3 and if there is no
make a decision and response from existing
you felt pressure from experiences to proceed with
your

peers

(other question 4)

children in the shelter
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Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

Answers

or outside the shelter). In both questions the CL
What did you do?

should demonstrate

4. Alternatively: The CL understanding of peer
watches the video on pressure and demonstrate
the following link

resilience skills against peer

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=a6_8zBcm7xk and is

pressure. Such skills include:
•

Spend time with those

asked to comment on that

who

video

pressure. ...
•

resist

Learn

how

peer
to

be

help

if

assertive. ...
•

Ask

for

necessary. ...
•

Get

out

of

the

situation. ...
•

Choose

friends

carefully. Your friends
should

not

put

pressure on you...
•

Use the delay tactic. ...

•

Think ahead. ...

•

Provide

your

own

positive pressure.
5. Put

the

following The correct order is

statements

in

the 1. Establishing a positive

correct order
•

Communicating

decision-making
and

implementing
•

Generating potential
solutions
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•

Checking the decision

•

Deciding

environment.
2. Generating potential
solutions.
3. Evaluating the solutions.
4. Deciding.

Question
•

Notes to LCP

Establishing a positive 5. Checking the decision.
decision

making

environment
•

Answers

Evaluating

the

6. Communicating and
implementing.

solutions

OUTCOME
The LCM can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity based on
•

Content of qualitative questions (acknowledging own responsibility for decision making,
demonstrating resilience skills towards negative peer pressure) and

•

Order in which the decision making steps are placed

of the CL’s answers
Take into consideration the following:
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•

CL should acknowledge own responsibility for decision making

•

Resilience towards peer pressure

•

Identification of main steps in decision making process

Self Awareness and Autonomy questionnaire
(Assessment tool 14)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment tool is twofold. One hand we aim to evaluate whether the CL
has basic self awareness ie that the CL is self-aware of his/her won knowledge, preferences, skills,
difficulties and strong areas, and on the other hand we assess the autonomy skills of the CL i.e.
its ability to do an successful transition to autonomy and independent life

BRIEF

SCENARIO
Part 1
Question
1.

2.

3.

There is no right or wrong

makes you happy?

answer here.

What areas of your life

What we aim to assess is the

do you value the most?

ability of the CL to answer

What are your areas of

What motivates you to
succeed?

5.
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Answers

What in your life

weakness?
4.

Notes to LCP

those questions.
Ideally the CL should be in a
position

to

answer

the

question without instantly as
this indicates that he/she

What does success look

reflected on those issues

like to you?

before.

Question
6.

What are you good at?

7.

What are your long-

Notes to LCP

Answers

term goals?

8.

How do you relate to
others?

9.

Are you right now, living

This is a reflective question to

your life in a way that is

link the current activities and

enabling you to work

life style towards your goals.

towards your dreams,
improve your areas of
weakness, and curate
contentment in your
everyday life?

Part 2
A short autonomy questionnaire will be used.
Money Management Skills
Can open a chequing or savings account.
Can write cheques/make withdrawals and make deposits.
Can record banking transactions (either checking or savings).
Can budget allowance to last for a week. (Shows some understanding of the concept of
saving).
Understands the difference between gross wage and take home pay.
Can use a calculator to add, subtract, divide and multiply
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Food Management
Can order a meal from the menu in a restaurant
Can prepare a breakfast, lunch or dinner for one or for friends
Can make out a grocery shopping list
Can use cooking utensils effectively and safely (knives, grater, can opener, potato peeler,
egg beater, etc.)
Can use kitchen appliances effectively and safely
Can use acceptable table manners
Housekeeping
Can use vacuum cleaner properly.
Can change bed linen.
Knows how to prevent sinks and toilets from clogging.
Knows how to sweep floor and stairs, wash wood and linoleum floors, wash windows, dust,
polish furniture, clean toilet, clean bathtub and sink.
Knows appropriate cleaning products to use for different cleaning jobs.
Transportation
Understands and uses seat belts.
Knows the nearest public bus stop to your home.
Knows amount of money required for bus fare.
Knows the nearest town with bus services.
Aware of consequences of driving without a license and insurance.
Has successfully completed a Driver's Ed class.
Knows how to call a taxi and provide information needed.
Knows the approximate cost of taking a taxi.
If given instructions, can make public transportation journey involving several transfers.
Can give directions.
Emergency and safety skills
Knows functions of police, ambulance and fire department.
Can reach each by calling the appropriate number.
Knows proper way of disposing of smoking materials, if smokes.
Knows how to lock and unlock doors and windows.
Knows what to do, and whom to call if she/he smells a gas leak.
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OUTCOME
The LCM can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity. In this case we suggest
an allocation of five marks to the first part and five marks to the second part. Marking will be
based on
•

Demonstration of self awareness on the first part of the assessment

•

A minimum of four positive answers on the second part (if four or more are provided in
each axes then 5 marks will be given. If less than four are provided in any of the axes 0
marks will be given)

Take into consideration the following:
•

CL should demonstrate self awareness and must be able to link his /her activities and
lifestyle with his/her goals

•
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CL must demonstrate minimum autonomy skills

Bureaucracy, legislation and networking
How about Human Rights (Assessment tool 15)
OBJECTIVE
The aim of this assessment tool is to evaluate the

CL’s

level of knowledge on Human Rights

BRIEF
A series of questions with one or more statements that are correct are provided to the CL. We
suggest that the LCP will select 10 out of these questions and will give each correct question one
mark17.

SCENARIO
Question

Notes to LCP

1. Child employment:

C is correct.

A. Is always a violation of

The Children’s Rights

the rights of the child.

Convention bans child labour if

B. Is not a

violation of

the rights of the child even
if the task is harmful but
the child knows and accepts
the risk
C. Can be acceptable if the

Answers

it is dangerous or a form of
exploitation, but allows
governments to fix the age
under which the ban is valid.
There is much pressure to
reach more stringent
restrictions on child labour.

national legislation has

17

Adopted from https://www.living-democracy.com.ua/en/textbooks/volume-3/part-2/unit-5/lesson-4/
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Question

Notes to LCP

defined the legal minimum

Under the ILO, ‘the abolition of

age to work.

child labour and the imposition

Answers

of such limitations on the
labour of young persons as
shall permit the continuation of
their education and assure
their proper physical
development’. In 1973, the ILO
re-affirmed it through
‘minimum age shouldn’t be less
than 15 years old’.
2. According to
international
agreements relating to
the right to water:

Only A is correct.
According to Art. 24 of the CRC,
‘States Parties recognise the
right of the child to the

A. Governments are obliged enjoyment of the highest
to provide minors with

attainable standard of health

clean-drinking water.

[…] c) to combat disease and

B. Governments are
allowed to discriminate
against some citizens in
provision of water.

malnutrition […] through the
provision of adequate
nutritious foods and clean
drinking-water, taking into
consideration the dangers […]’

C. Governments are
allowed to deny their
citizens access to a water
supply.
4. Economic and social
rights:
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Economic and social rights:
D is correct.

3.

Question

Notes to LCP

Answers

A. are not real human

The indivisibility of civil and

rights.

political rights and economic,

B. The immediate fulfilment
of these rights for all
individuals is not expected
from states.

social and cultural rights are
fundamental in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
The rights underlined in the
ICESC can also be found in the

C. Can be claimed by every

Convention on the Elimination

European individual.

of All Forms of Discrimination

D. The economic and social
rights have been re-stated
and guaranteed through
various European and
international instruments.

against

Women,

the

Convention on the Rights of the
Child and the Convention on the
Rights

of

Persons

Disabilities.

with

The EU has the

following instruments: Global
Public Goods and Challenges,
civil society organisations and
local

authorities,

European

Instrument for Democracy and
Human Right, and the 2030
Agenda

for

Sustainable

Development.
5. According to the
clauses of the right to
education:

According to the clauses of the
right to education:
A is correct, B and C not.

A. Individuals and groups

Nonetheless, International

are allowed to open a

conventions, such as the

school, as long as they fulfil

Children’s Rights Convention,

the minimum legal

stipulates

conditions.

to inform children about

that education has

human rights.
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Question

Notes to LCP

B. There are no obligations
concerning the contents of
educational programmes.
C. Governments are bound
to provide compulsory
education for all young
people under 18.
6. The right of being

A is correct, B is not (although

recognised as a

in some countries, people who

refugee:

fled their country as a result of

A. Is defined for people
who have a well-founded
fear of being persecuted on
the basis of their race,
religion or political opinion
and have fled their country
as a result.

civil war or hunger can be
granted legal protection,
without being considered as
refugees under the
international conventions). C
does not apply to refugees
under the Geneva Convention,
but is widely applied within the

B. Also exists for people

EU in dealing with asylum

who have fled their country

seekers.

as a result of civil war or
hunger.

Explanatory note 1: Persons
forcibly displaced from their

C. Can be automatically

homes who cannot or choose

refused by a government to

not to cross a border,

all applicants who come

therefore, are not considered

from a country which is

refugees, these internally

considered as being safe.

displaced persons do not have
a special status in int. law with
rights specific to their situation.
Explanatory Note 2: If we take
for example a 14-year-old who
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Answers

Question

Notes to LCP
is not recognised as a refugee.
Up to the point where the minor
turns 18, their rights are
guaranteed through the CRC
and therefore, they have a sort
of protection.

However, no

protection and indeed, no legal
protection is offered as soon as
they turn 18 (if not recognised
as refuges by the Genova
Convention 1951).
The freedom of religion:
A. Cannot be denied to
people on the ground that
they belong to a minority
religion.

A is correct. Nations are
obliged to respect the freedom
of religion, but don’t have the
legal obligation for any system
of recognition or subsidies.
States can restrict the freedom

B. Obliges nations to

of religion, for example, in

recognise and subsidise

order to protect; public safety,

religions.

public order, health or morals,

C. Cannot be restricted in
any way by a state.

and the rights and freedoms of
other people.
where the religion would be in
opposition to fundamental
human rights.

7. The right to property:
A. Doesn’t mean that
governments cannot take
possession from someone if
this is in the public interest,
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The right to property: All
correct

Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

while getting compensated
for it.
B. Is violated if an entire
village is evacuated without
due compensation in order
to build a hydroelectric
power station.
C. A child can own property,
however, he/she cannot
sign any contract. Their
parents/legal guardians
must sign.
8. Elections:
A. All citizens are allowed to
vote, even if they have lost
their civil rights due to
criminal activity.

Only C is correct. A state can
prevent persons who have lost
their civil rights from voting.
Equal rights for everyone who
is entitled to vote is an international rule.

B. Two votes for each
person are allowed if the
voter is an employer.
C. The vote must be
performed secretly.
9. Freedom of expression:
A. May be restricted in
order to protect against
defamation.

A and C are correct. Freedom
of expression can, under
certain conditions, be
restricted for reasons of public
morality, for the prevention of
crime, for the protection of
health or for protection against
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Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

B. Cannot be restricted for

defamation, if this is foreseen

reasons of public morality.

by law.

C. Can be restricted to
prevent religious
intolerance.
10. The right to work:

Only B is correct.

A. Obliges states to provide

In Europe, states are obliged to

jobs for all their citizens.

undertake efforts to realise full

B. Means that no one can
be fired without a valid

employment but this is not
included in UN treaties.

justification.
C. Doesn’t mean a
government has to make
efforts to realise full
employment.
11. According to the right
to education:
A. For primary school
children no school fees may
be charged, only the cost of
school trips and school
textbooks may be
requested.
B. It is the obligation of the
state to strive to help as
many students as possible
to succeed in their studies.

All correct (these obligations
are included in the Children’s
Rights Convention). In
principle, primary education
must be free, and this not only
includes a school fee, but also
other indirect costs related to
essential school activities.
A is correct too, since the CRC,
under Art 28, states that
member States shall ‘make
primary education compulsory
and available for all’. In order
for it not to be correct, I would
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Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

C. States have to give all

rephrase it to: A. primary

students equal

school children should be

opportunities in education.

charged for their attendance to
school premises.

12. Punishment of children
in schools:
A. Is not allowed in the
form of corporal
punishment.

A is considered as correct, since
the European Court of Human
Rights has repeatedly
considered corporal
punishment as a violation of
the ECHR (and this complies

B. Is not forbidden if the

with the interpretation which is

punishment is mentally

given by the Children’s Rights

cruel.

Committee to the Children’s

C. May only be used if
parents agree.

Rights Convention). However,
there have been incidents (at
least in Cyprus) where the
authorities do not believe there
should be a legal procedure.
B is incorrect, as the ban
relates to all cruel
punishments. As for C, there is
no clause that makes
punishment directly dependent
on the parents’ agreement.

13. While attending the
lessons at school:

B and C are correct. The
Children’s Rights Convention
contains such clauses. The
convention also determines
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Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

A. There shouldn’t be any

that education should aim at

attention given to

respect for the environment.

environmental issues.
B. Young children should be
taught to respect their
parents.
C. Young children should
learn about human rights
and experience human
rights.
14. In court:

A and C are correct.

A. Every criminal has the

Right to a fair trial – Art. 6 HR

right to a lawyer.

Fair treatment and fair trial for

B. People can only be

children – Art 40(2) CRC

convicted if they have made
a confession

.

C. The suspect has the right
to an interpreter free of
charge if the trial takes
place in a language
unknown to him/her.
15. Torture:
A. Is allowed if used to
prevent terrorist attacks.
B. Is only allowed after the
decision of a judge.
C. Is never allowed.
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C is correct (torture is not
allowed even in cases of
national emergency).

Answers

Question
16. According to the right

Notes to LCP
B and C are correct.

to housing:
A. All states are obliged to
ensure that nobody is
homeless.
B. Foreigners should be
offered the same access to
social housing as the
country’s citizens.
C. The state should make
efforts to reduce the
number of homeless
people.
17. According to the right
to health care:

According to the right to health
care:

A. Governments are not

B is correct. Prevention of

obliged to prevent labour

labour accidents is considered

accidents.

as an obligation. Medicines can

B. Everybody should have

be sold.

access to health care.
C. Medicines should be free
of charge.
18. According to the right
to freedom of

be denied to anyone, not only

movement:

to criminals. Restrictions on the

A. A person can be
forbidden to choose a
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A and C are correct. A visa can

freedom of movement can also
be imposed for reasons of
public health, public order or

Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

Answers

certain residence for

national security, if provided

reasons of public security.

for by law.

B. A Visa can be denied only In the Schengen area there are
to criminals.
C. A criminal may be
imprisoned.

various reasons, other than
being a criminal, that someone
could be rejected.

i.e. False

travel documents, insufficient
explanation,
itinerary,

lack

invalid

of

travel

letter

of

reference, lack of proof of
accommodation, invalid travel
insurance,

unfavourable

Schengen visa situation etc.
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Active Citizenship (Assessment tool 16)
OBJECTIVE
The aim of this assessment tool is to ensure that the CL has important knowledge on issues
related to the national setting as far as health care and other public services.

BRIEF
A series of questions will be provided to the CL aiming to identify general knowledge of available
public services as well as the ability to use them (have access to them and provide specific
documentation). This assessment tool has to be adapted to the national setting.

SCENARIO
Question

Notes to LCM

Answers

1. List all the services Cl could list several services
that come to your such as police, hospitals,
mind

other health care services,
citizen

service

centers,

courts, public transportation,
social services etc – the
answer to this question will be
based on the national context
2. Do you know where
are

the

closest

services to the area
you live?
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The LCP should know where
the CL lives and should be
prepared to locate services in
that area

Question

Notes to LCM

Answers

3. Do you know what
type of

health care

system exist in the
country you live? Can
you describe it?
4. Describe
appropriate
and

the
process
necessary

documents that you

Again these questions will
depend on the national
setting

need in order to
•

Visit a doctor

•

Open a case
with the policy

•

Registered as
unemployed

If you don’t know one of the

In some countries there is a

process to use a public

dedicated number where you

service what would you do?

can call for information or a
web site. The CL is expected
to present the steps

OUTCOME
The LCM can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity (one per question)
based on
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•

Demonstration of knowledge of different available services

•

Demonstration of ability to use those services

Housing
Housing identification based on needs and budget
(Assessment tool 17)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment tool is to evaluate the knowledge

of the CL on housing options.

Additionally Issues like searching skills for a house, knowing steps needed to sign rental contract,
maintaining a house, sharing a house with other house/room mates will be assessed

BRIEF
Through a series of questions this assessment tool will assess finding and evaluating an
accommodation/house.

SCENARIO
Question

Notes to LCP

1. Can you explain what is rent? The

CL

can

answer

What options exist for having something along the lines
accommodation/ housing?

of pay someone for the
use of a property

2. Describe how you can identify the CL is aware of his/her
the type of housing that is budget

for housing

within your budget and meets (according to previous
your current housing needs.

pillar of financial/money
management).
Then CL can identify the
needs-
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be

realistic

Answers

Question

Notes to LCP

Answers

(number of bedrooms,
area etc)
Then

search through

● Newspapers
● Online platforms
● Own network
● family, friends etc
3. Tell me three questions you Questions according to
would ask

the landlord to the needs

determine

whether

the Eg.

apartment meets your needs.

● How

many

bedrooms
● Overall size of the
apartment
● Furnished

or

unfurnished
4. Can a landlord ask for a Yes he/she can
reference? Where would you From people that know
get one from?

you. Better if they are
known and respected by
the

landlord

or

the

community.
5. Describe how you will inspect
the apartment to make sure
appliances work and that the

● Check every single
appliance
● Visit

the

landlord has supplied accurate

apartment

information

about

the

different

apartment

and

the

during the day to

neighbourhood.

check

on
times

weather

conditions, noise,
inspect

the

neighbourhood
etc
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Question

Notes to LCP

Answers

6. Do you know if there are
shelters in the area you live?
Do you know how to access
emergency shelter?
7. Describe pros and cons of Pros
choosing a roommate.

● Cheaper
● Share of work
● Company in the
house
Cons
● Less privacy
● Their
may

schedule
clash

with

yours
● They

may

be

messier than you.

OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity. Marking will be based
on
● Demonstration of understanding what renting is and possession of the skills to identify an
appropriate housing option based on needs and budget
Take into consideration the following:
● CL should demonstrate realistic identification of needs, and ability to check the housing
option prior to reaching an agreement.
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Housing costing (Assessment tool 18)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this tool is to assess knowledge of the CL on the costing related to housing

BRIEF
Through a series of questions this tool aims to assess basic knowledge related to the costing of
housing options, differentiating between start up costs, security deposits and other costs related
to housing.

SCENARIO
Question

Notes to LCM

Answers

1. Identify some types of costs Rental cost
related to different housing Common areas, lift etc
options.

Heating, water and other
utilities
Security deposit

2. What is a security deposit? If you rent an apartment
What will you do to ensure or

home,

landlords

that you get your deposit typically ask for the first
back?

month's rent in advance
and a security deposit. ...
If you leave the property
clean and in good repair,
the landlord must return
your money.
Read

the

agreement
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rental

Question

Notes to LCM
Establish

Answers
good

relationship

with

the

landlord
Have a good look at the
property prior to moving
in. Take pictures showing
the date
Record

Your

Enhancements
Know your rights
Know the rules
Take extra precautions
Repair any damages
3. Can you identify the “start up Such costs include Utility
costs” related to housing? Can deposits, connection fees,
you make an initial calculation security
of those “start up” costs?

deposit,

first

month’s rent, purchase of
furniture and all other
household items

OUTCOME
The LCP can provide a maximum of ten marks for this assessment activity. Marking will be based
on
● Demonstration of understanding of main costs related to housing
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